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Maine Honor Roll Now Numbers Forty-Seven
Since the inauguration of the
Memorial Fund campaign and the
announcement that 42 of the sons of
the University had made the supreme
sacrifice in the World War, the
Alumni Office has redoubled its efforts
to determine if the names of any 
other heroes of the war had been 
omitted. The result of this investi­
gation aided by personal effort on the 
part of several individual alumni, 
relatives and friends, has been the 
adding of five more names to the 
Honor Roll as follows:
Edward P. Putnam ’07 
Christopher A. McKay ’10 
Irving E. Buker ’15 
William H. Knowlton ’17 
Freemont B. Fletcher ’17
Forty-seven World *War heroes! 
Forty-seven Maine men who met 
death with a smile on their lips, cour­
age in their hearts, and love for their 
country in their bosoms. Their sac­
rifice and that of the Spanish War 
and other heroes is the inspiration of 
the present Memorial Fund campaign. 
Read the following brief sketches 
covering the careers represented by 
the five new names on the Honor Roll.
Edward P. Putnam ’07
Edward Putnam enlisted in the 
Navy early in the summer of 1918
but was not called until September. 
He served but a few weeks, for he 
was stricken with pneumonia and died 
October 13, 1918. He watched for his 
call anxiously and joyously reported 
for duty when it finally came. He is 
the last member of his family, no 
near relatives living.
Sergeant Christopher A. McKay ’10
He enlisted in the Canadian Army 
in August, 1914, and went to England 
with the first contingent. He re­
mained in England until the spring 
of 1915 when he went to France with 
the 48th Highlanders of Toronto. 
Eleven months was the duration of 
his service at the front. He was shell 
shocked and gassed. Upon being re­
turned back of the lines to attend an 
officer’s training school his feet gave 
out and he was sent to the War Office 
in London. In the spring of 1918 he 
was returned to Canada and dis­
charged as unfit for service. In Feb­
ruary, 1919, he was taken sick with 
influenza, his shell shock returned and 
affected his heart so that he died 
February 19 of that year.
Lieut. Irving E. Buker ’15
His first experience with military 
life was with the old 4th Company, 
Coast Artillery Corps in which he en­
listed in June, 1916. Later he was 
sent to Fort Slocum, N. Y. While 
there he was one of ten sent to West 
Point for training with the Engineer
force. He liked the life but was 
anxious for more active service, and 
in order to get a chance to go over­
seas, his application for transfer to 
a machine gun company was granted. 
He was then transferred to Camp 
Hancock, Augusta, Ga., where he re­
ceived his commission as a second 
lieutenant. He died December 30, 
1918, of pneumonia after an illness 
of ten days and is buried at Bath 
where he formerly resided.
William H. Knowlton ’17
Enrolling July 1, 1917, as an ap­
prentice seaman in the Coast Patrol, 
he was transferred July 23 of that 
year to the Radio Department and 
finally reached Cambridge, Mass., to 
complete his study of that branch of 
the service. He died Dec. 19, 1917, 
at the U. S. Naval Hospital, Chelsea, 
Mass., of pneumonia.
Freemont B. Fletcher ’17
Trained in pharmacy at the Uni­
versity he entered the Medical Corps 
and was sent to Fort Preble where 
he was in charge of the dispensary. 
He went overseas and while helping 
to bring in the wounded he was 
gassed. He never fully recovered 
from the effects of the poison, and 
although purchasing a drug store in 
Augusta upon his return from over­
seas and engaging in business he fin­
ally succumbed to the effects of the 
gas and died May 21, 1923.
SUMMARY OF UNIVERSITY OF MAINE CASUALTIES IN THE WORLD WAR
CLASS Killed in Action Died of Disease Accidental Death TOTAL
1907 2 2




1915 2 2 4
1916 2 1 1 4
1917 2 5 •fl  « 7
1918  10 2 1 13
1919 1 1
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G r a h a m  B. 
Spear ’12 was 
called to Wash­
ington in Au­
gust, 1917, as 
an engineer in 
gage work and 
died October 11, 
1918, of double 
pneumonia a t 
Garfield Hospi­
tal, Washington, D. C.
F r a n k l i n  E. 
Pretto ’15 died 
in a field hospi­
tal J u l y  10, 
1918, as the re­
sult of wounds 
received in ac­
tion. No details
W i l l i a m  S. 
Stevenson ’21 
d i e d  January 
15, 1922, a t
Pittsburgh, Pa., 




to gas w h i l e  
overseas w i t h  
the 101st Trench Mortar Bat­
tery of the 26th Division.
Robert A. Mac­
kay ’18, a lieu- 
t e n a n t ,  was 
killed overseas 
while searching 
for a machine 
gun nest. Date 
of his death and 
d e t a i l s  un­
known.
George E. Kirk 
’16, a captain, 
succumbed to a 
virulent attack 
of pneumonia 
w h i l e  in the 





Have You Honored Those
Who Died For You?
Perhaps you are one of those who visualize the material 
side of the Memorial Building only. You may be thinking 
in terms of “gymnasium” or “armory” and forgetting the 
real nature of the building as a “memorial.” For this 
reason maybe you haven't enthused over the prospect of 
subscribing to the fund.
This issue of the ALUMNUS purposely features the 
Memorial. Give it consideration. Pause to reflect that 
you owe the pursuit of happiness, your continued well 
being, your success in life, to the sacrifice which thousands 
of American boys made in the World War—and in particu­
lar, to those 47 members of your University family who 
gave their lives.
Had this feeling been brought home strongly in the first 
place we are confident that in place of 2,132 subscribers 
we would now publish at least 3,000 loyal Bricklayers.
In the early months of the campaign every indication 
pointed to the fact that your committee would be able to 
successfully raise the $500,000 at a very low percentage 
of cost. With the early publicity costs necessary to selling 
the idea out of the way it was believed that the clean-up 
would involve no great additional expense.
This is not proving to be the case. Procrastination, the 
ally of the man or woman who just doesn’t face the need 
or the purpose of the Memorial—procrastination, the only 
enemy slowing up the progress of the campaign—procras­
tination, the insidious worker on the minds of men— 
procrastination, whose tools are excuses which play up to 
a man’s innate selfishness—just plain every day PRO­
CRASTINATION is prolonging the Memorial Fund Cam­
paign and adding daily to its cost.
Of course you appreciate the sacrifice of the 47 Maine 
men. Being a loyal Maine man you’re with the Committee 
in its earnest desire to speedily reach the $500,000 objective 
—at the lowest cost—and by your help.
They died for you. Will you honor them?
University of Maine Memorial Fund Committee.
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STANDING BY CLASSES
A u g u st 1 4 , 1 9 2 3
Number Number of living
Class- Amount of members whose ad- % subscribing
Subscribers dresses are known
1895 ............................................................................ $2,925 16 26 61
1882 .................................................................... ....... 3,930 14 24 58
1885 ............................................................................ 1,625 10 18 56
1918 ........................................................................... 13,129 135 240 56
1896 ............................................................................ 5,525 22 42 52
1894 ............................................................................ 5,025 8 17 47
1922 ............................................................................ 14,842 149 321 464 5
1921 ............................................................................ 14,830 132 293 45
1890 ...................................................................... . 4,825 15 34 444 4
1888 ............................................................................ 2,785 12 27 44
1878 ............................................................................ 1,700 3 7 43
1899 ........................................................................... 8,775 30 69 43
1910 .................................. ............................... . ...... 15,115 82 191 43
1893 ............................................................................ 4,460 11 26 42
1909 ............................................................................ 13,715 69 164 42
1908 ........................................................................... 9,180 54 127 424 1
1879 ............................................................................ 3,825 9 22 414 1
1912 .................................................................... . 12,635 84 203 414 1
1915 ............................................................................ 13,632 92 224 414 1
1904 ............................................................................ 7,710 45 110 41
1907 ............................................................................ 11,350 64 158 40
1919 ............................................................................ 13,301 121 300 40A  A
1901 ............................................................................ 7,700 33 84 40A  A
1875 ................................................................... 1,460 6 15 40
1906 ..................................................... 9,950 55 139 39
1900 ............................................................................ 11,705 46 118 3939
1911 _______ 15,235 88 229 39
1917 ..................................................... 16,947 143 368 38
1920 ..................................  ...................................... 12,878 112 298 38
1916 ...................................... 11,863 101 273 37
1914 ........................... 10,525 76 209 36
1889 ............................ 2,750 6 17 35
1913 ................... 10,620 74 214 34
1876 ............................ 1,750 7 21 33
1887 ................... 850 7 21 33
1891 ..................... 4,435 12 36 33
1903 ................ 5,290 32 95 33
1897 ................. 3,800 14 42 33
1884 ................ 7,080 7 22 32
1892 . . . 1,000 8 25 32
1898 . . 9,645 25 76 32
1872 .. . . 325 3 10 30
1905 ......... 9,745 45 147 30
1877 ......... 1,375 6 20 30
1880 ........... 825 6 • 21 29
1902 ............. 8,585 27 92 29
1883 ....................................................... 300 3 13 23
1881 .......... 1,800 6 27 22
1878 ......... 510 3 15 201886 ............... 575 3 16 191874 ............................................................................ 5 1 7 14
Alumni subscriptions received at Head-
quarters for former students of the
classes of 1923-1926 ....................................... 4,930 71
$360,297 *2,203 5,413 Average 38%
* This total includes 71 subscriptions credited twice where joint subscriptions are made by husband and wife.
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STANDING BY REGIONS
A u gu st 14 , 1 9 2 3
T H E  M A I N E  A L U M N U S  August 18, 1923
No. of Alumni Alumni Percentage of Gifts of
Region Subscribers Subscriptions Regional Quota Friends
1— No. Aroostook.............................. ....... 45 $4,675 104 —
2 So. Aroostook ...............................................  10 1,250 60 $25. 
3— Androscoggin ....................................... ......... 17 2,280 23 1,120.
4— Cumberland ........................................ 242 32,335 92 1,100.
5— Franklin ............................................... .........  15 1,800 40
6—Hancock ............................................... ........  40 6,480 , 81
7— No. Kennebec ....................................... ........  37 6,505 81 —
8— So. Kennebec ....................................... ........  64 10,485 105 125.
9— Knox ........................................-........... 45 4,240 106 —
10— Lincoln ................................................. 15 1,220 49
11— Oxford .............................  .......... ........ 37 4,005 50
12—Penobscot ............................................ 323 63,745 101 7,703.75
13— Piscataquis ...................................................  50 7,295 146 200.
14— Sagadahoc ..................  .......... ....... 23 2,710 135 —
15— Somerset ....................................... 36 6,155 77
16—Waldo ...................... ............... 23 2,190 73
17— Washington ................................ ........ 24 2,255 37 —
18— York ...................................................... 43 4,827 40 100.
19— Vermont . ... 9 1,675 84 —
20— New Hampshire . . . . 55 6,360 53 1,275.
21— E. Massachusetts . . 319 47,275 72 557.50
22—W. Massachusetts .. 66 8,710 . 73 10.
23— Rhode Island.............. 21 4,245 71
24— Connecticut............ ........ 32 4,290 43 57.50
25— New York C ity ....... 159 38,200 85 275.
26— N. E. New York 42 7,400 93 —
27—W. New York ... ... 20 9,025 225 -
28—Philadelphia, etc............................. 41 8,325 35
29—W. Pennsylvania 33 7,340 56
30— Maryland .................. .. . . 18 6,585 146 —
31— District of Columbia 25 3,650 91 375.
32— S. E. United States 31 6,610 132 —  -  
33—Wisconsin ................... 5 1,050 35 —
34— Michigan . . ........... 5 925 19 —
35—Ohio ............ 21 4,445 55
36—Indiana & Illinois 51 11,150 70
37— Minnesota ... . 13 4,110 82
38— S. W. United States 33 4,550 46 100.
39—Washington and Oregon 5 500 12 ■
40—No. California .......  6 1,200 17
41— So. California 6 3,450 38
42— Canada 19 3,075 77 50.
43— U. S. Possessions and Foreign 8 1,700 42 —
. Totals
t
2,132 $360,297 72 $13,073.75
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Howard E. Stevens '97 500
Charles H. White '97 100
Ernest J. McCrillis '97 50
Charles H. Farnham '97 200
William L. Holyoke '97 400
Harvey A. White '97 100
Andrew J. Patten '97 200
1898
C. Parker Crowell '98 600
Louis Oakes '98 2,500
Ralph Hamlin '98 385
Albion D. T. Libby '98 1,000
Ray H. Manson '98 1,000
Ray P. Stevens '98 1,000
Frederick W. Hopkins '98 100
Dr. Homer H. Marks '98 100
Dana T. Merrill '98 125
Alfred A. Starbird '98 125
Charles S. Webster '98 100
Leroy E. Dow '98 200
Llewellyn N. Edwards '98 and 
Mrs. Carolyn Hodgdon Ed­
wards '06 250
Rossell O. Dunn '98 200
Humphrey E. Despeaux '98 100
William R. Files '98 500
Horace L. White '98 250
Herbert I. Libby '98 100
Dr. Adelbert S. Merrill '98 500
Franz H. Blanchard '98 100
Leon E. Ryther '98 250
Dr. Wilson D. Barron '98 100
William E. Decelle '98 10
George S. Frost '98 150
Charles K. Hopkins '98 25
1899
Edward E. Palmer ’99 300
Allen W. Stephens '99 1,000
Dr. Leonard H. Ford '99 300
Marshall B. Downing '99 300
Henry J. Pretto '99 300
Archer L. Grover '99 500
William B. Morell '99 400
Wallace E. Belcher '99 300
Arthur C. Wescott '99 1,000
Mrs. Mildred Powell McGinley '99 50
Marcellus M. Veazie '99 500
William A. Murray '99 500
Eben P. Bassett '99 100
Winfield B. Caswell '99 300
George Collins '99 300
Mrs. Pearl C. Swain '99 50
Dr. Edward R. Mansfield '99 250
Herbert P. Mayo '99 50
Charles C. Whittier '99 250
Frederick W. Armes '99 100
Walter S. Higgins '99 500
William Nelson '99 300
Herman F. Noyes '99 200
Harold H. Clark '99 250
Bert W. Flint '99 300
Roy M. Hescock '99 100
Fred W. Rollins '99 50
Walter J. Morrill '99 100
Edwin S. Levensaler '99 100
Frederick A. Shaw '99 25
1900
Henry F. Drummond '00 1,000
Guy A. Hersey '00 1,000
C. Omer Porter '00 400
Frank H. Mitchell '00 300
Alan L. Bird '00 500
Harry H. Leathers '00 500
Percy L. Nickerson '00 300
Arthur S. Page '00 250
Frank M. Rollins '00 750
Clinton L. Cole '00 250
Clarence W. Stowell '00 250
Fred H. Vose '00 500
Charles H. Lombard '00 100
Raymond J. Mayo '00 100
Lewis G. Morris '00 100
Fred F. Tate '00 300
Edwin J. Mann '00 500
Elmer J. Noyes '00 50
Wallace A. Weston '00 50
Ernest E. Hobson '00 Law 500
Daniel L. Philoon '00 200
William H. Waterhouse '00 Law 150
Frank H. Bowerman '00 and Mrs. 
Geneva Hamilton Bowerman '95 250
Harry A. Davis '00 300
James A. Hayes '00 300
John G. Lurvey '00 150
Charles A. Robbins '00 200
Freeman A. Smith '00 250
Grosvenor W. Stickney '00 250
Walter N. Cargill '00 200
James B. Stevenson L’00 150
Mrs. Lottie Crowell Walker '00
and Mr. Perley F. Walker '96 200
Edgar B. Alexander '00 25
Harry W. Beedle '00 100
Percy L. Ricker '00 250
Leo B. Russell '00 75
Walter W. Cobb '00 25
John D. Mackay L’00 30
Wilder X. Macurda '00 25
Elmer L. Miles '00 25
Roger M. Walker '00 25
Benjamin T. Weston ’00 300
3 Anonymous 600
1901
Wm. McC. Sawyer '01 1,000
Ernest L. Watson '01 300
Fred M. Davis '01 250
Percy R. Keller '01 200
Charles H. Pritham '01 300
Dr. Frank Y. Gilbert '01 500
Herbert H. Leonard '01 375
Robert W. Linn '01 200
Samuel D. Thompson '01 200
Clement Whittier '01 300
Alson H. Robinson '01 100
Oscar M. Bixby '01 50
Mark J. Bartlett '01, 04 Law 250
William H. Boardman '01 100
Charles E. Crosby '01 200
Benjamin F. Faunce '01 100
Evangeline M. Haynes '01 25
Ernest J. Howe '01 375
Bertrand C. Martin '01 250
Arthur M. Stilphen '01 100
Thomas H. Ward '01 150
Fred L. Martin '01 1,000
Ernest C. Butler L’01 250
Allan P. Trask L’01 200
Wilbert A. Libby '01 300
Fred B. Perley '01 25
Irving W. Phillips '01 100
Theodore S. Bryer '01 100
Frank Plumstead L’01 25
Richard PI. Berry '01 50
Lewis R. Cary ’01 250
1902
Ralph Whittier '02 1,000
Alpheus C. Lyon '02 250
William Edward Barrows ’02 250
William B. Thombs '02 500
M. Genevieve Boland '02 250
Henry E. Cole '02 1,500
Andrew G. Hamilton '02 400
Clinton N. Rackliffe '02 300
Arthur E. Silver '02 1,000
Henry W. Chadbourne ’02 100
Samuel Clark ’02 500
Horace P. Hamlin ’02 200
Sumner S. Lowe '02 150
Harold M. Carr '02 150
Perley C. Knight '02 200
Percy H. Mosher '02 50
Enoch J, Bartlett '02 125
Walter M. Tate '02 50
Allen F. Wheeler '02 250
Frank P. Wilson ’02 Law 300
Alfred R. Davis '02 500
Wesley C. Elliott '02 200
Mrs. Lida Knowles Smith '02 50
Edwin S. True '02 150
Byron N. Moore '02 100
Arthur B. Foster '02 25
1 Anonymous 35
1903
Philip H. Harris '03 250
Henry M. Soper '03 400
Silas G. Small ’03 250
Samuel J. Foster '03 250
Isaac E. Treworgy '03 250
Frank L. Douglass '03 200
Henry H. Haines '03 100
Roderick E. Mullaney ’03 250
Howard A. Smith ’03 150
Neil L. Violette L’03 125
Robert F. Chandler '03 50
Pearl G. Cunningham '03 200
James D. Elliott '03 50
Warren C. Loud '03 50
Ralph L. Cooper '03 250
Rodney C. Davis '03 250
Sanford C. Dinsmore '03 200
John H. Hilliard '03 150
John H. McCready '03 300
Harold V. Sheahan '03 300
Ralph H. White '03 250
Arthur W. Gage '03 50
Richard D. Carr ’03 100
Carlos Dorticos '03 250
Paul D. Simpson '03 250




Edward R. Berry '04 500
Roy H. Flynt ’04 500
Alvah R. Small ’04 1,000
Albert L. Whipple ’04 300
Benjamin T. Larrabee '04 300
Lennie P. Copeland '04 100
Philip Dorticos '04 300
Ralph T. Hopkins '04 125
Vaughan Jones '04 100
Leslie E. Little '04 250
John E. Olivenbaum '04 100
Ralph H. Pearson '04 125
Roy E. Strickland '04 100
Alec G. Taylor '04 125
Mary R. Chandler '04 50
Clifford G. Chase '04 250
Herbert S. Gregory '04 50
Allen T. Paine '04 100
Albert D. Case '04 250
Carroll S. Chaplin '04 300
Arthur E. Davenport '04 500
Roger Haskell '04 100
Charles B. Kimball '04 100
Allen M. Knowles '04 200
Clifford H. Leighton '04 125
John H. Quimby '04 300
Roland L. Turner '04 200
William E. Gill '04 50
George S. Brann '04 100
Elmer B. Crowley '04 100
Edward A. Parker '04 100
Mrs. Florence Buck Adriance '04 50
Clarence B. Hight L'04 40
Harry A. Sawyer '04 120
John V. Tucker '04 100
Paul L. Bean '04 30
Charles I. Day '04 100
George R. Hadlock L’04 100
Thomas C. Herbert '04 100
Walter D. Mclntire '04 150
1 Anonymous 15
1905
Horace A. Hilton '05 750
Ernest O. Sweetser '05 200
Arthur S. Chalmers '05 300
J. Harvey McClure '05 300
Adelbert W. Sprague '05 300
Robert Drummond '05 500
Alphonso Wood '05 300
Benjamin M. Cowan '05 500
William S. Maddocks '05 200
Frank L. Flanders '05 500
Howard C. Foss '05 700
Edward C. Gulliver '05 150
Mrs. Florence Balentine Hana-
burgh '05 100
Frank E. Learned '05 200
Carl W. Weeks '05 300
Frank O. White '05 150
Harry D. Cowles '05 200
Ralph W. Haskell '05 100
Herman R. Mansur '05 125
Roy M. Snell '05 100
Hedley C. Black '05 250
Ernest C. Brown '05 250
Ernest L. Cotton '05 50
T H E  M A I N E  A L U M N U S
Mrs. Marion Wentworth
Perkins '05 50
George K. Huntington '05 500
Clarence E. Reed '05 100
Elmer G. Rogers '05 100
Calvin A. Sweet '05 100
Burton M. Thomas '05 200
Leon G. C. Brown L’05 100
William E. Phipps '05 50
Ralph L. Seabury '05 500
Arthur S. Ward '05 50
Byron H. Chatto '05 200
Percival R. Moody '05 250
Prentiss E. French '05 200
Roy E. Taylor '05 150
Mrs. Florence Sleeper Wyman
'05 and Abel P. Wyman '07 300
Harlie W. Brawn '05 25
Roy G. Sands '05 250
Carl D. Smith '05 100
Orland W. Trask '05 25
2 Anonymous 20
1906
W. D. Bearce '06 400
Mrs. Frances Webber Burke '06 125
Harry L. Gordon '06 500
Henry W. Bearce '06 200
Joanna C. Colcord '06 250
Ransom C. Packard '06 250
Howard L. Churchill '06 270
Albert A. Whitmore '06 200
Alton W. Richardson '06 200
Arthur L. Sparrow '06 150
Daniel W. Cony '06 100
James W. Elms '06 2,500
Dr. Oscar R. T. L’Esperance '06 100
Lester B. Howard '06 125
Raphael S. Sherman '06 130
Maude B. Colcord '06 50
Hallett C. Elliott '06  100
Harvey H. Hoxie '06 50
Leon H. Marr '06 75
George S. Owen '06 200
Arthur B. Plummer '06 60
Earle R. Richards '06 100
Gerry L. Brooks '06 Law 100
Dr. Dayton J. Edwards '06 50
Raymond B. Kittredge '06 200
Robert F. Olds '06 250
Thomas H. Reynolds '06 100
Harold D. Ross '06 50
John P. Simmons '06 100
Edward K. Colby '06 50
Herbert P. Downing '06 100
Harry A. Emery '06 400
Ralph E. Lord '06 250
Mrs. Carolyn Hodgdon Edwards 
'06 and Llewellyn N. Edwards 
'98  250
Walter H. Burke '06 400
Elmer J. Burnham L’06 25
Philip H. Glover '06 175
Harold S. Hoxie '06 100
Merton R. Lovett '06 300
Lucius B. Swett L’06 50
Perley W. Varney '06 100
Stephen E Abbott '06 25
Arthur G. Bennett '06 250
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Dr. Fred G. Campbell '06 100
Frederick E. Doyle L’06 10
Oscar H. Dunbar L’06 30
Wellington P. Hewes '06 100
Eben F. Littlefield L’06 25
John L. Tewksbury '06 25
Leroy R. Varney '06 25
6 Anonymous 685
1907
Arad T. Barrows '07 250
Stephen F. Pierce '07 300
Lucius D. Barrows '07 300
Bennett R. Connell '07 200
Arnold W. Totman '07 500
Guy E. Hayward '07 550
Samuel B. Lincoln '07 500
Lowell J. Reed '07 and Mrs.
Marion Balentine Reed '07 500
Elwin D. Brawn '07 and Mrs.
Edith Tate Brawn '07 100
Horton W. Kierstead '07 250
Franklin P. Holbrook '07 200
John J. Keegan L’07 200
Emerson P. Lambe '07 200
Carl H. Lekberg '07 250
Arthur R. Lord '07 300
Harry E. Packard '07 200
Earle W. Philbrook '07 250
Richard F. Talbot '07 150
Perry A. Bean '07 150
Roy M. Blanchard '07 125
Benjamin E. Brann '07 100
Francis M. Claflin '07 100
Roy S. Coffin '07 60
Carl N. Garland '07 100
Heber P. Purinton '07 150
Albert P. Rounds '07 150
Otis B. Stevens '07 100
Ernest L. Toner '07 100
Edgar A. White '07 100
Elmer J. Wilson '07 250
Robert E. Clayton '07 50
Robert W. DeWolfe L'07 300
John P. Harvell '07 200
George H. Hayter '07 50
Victor B. Jordan '07 and Mrs
Eva Libby Jordan '07 200
Harold M. Ellis '07 100
Everett H. Stetson '07 200
Abel P. Wyman '07 and Mrs.
Florence Sleeper Wyman '05 300
R. Carroll D. Chandler L’07 50
Elmer W. Cummings '07 200
Major Fred S. N. Erskine '07 50
James P. V. Fagan '07 500
Thomas M. Findlen '07 100
Wilbury O. Hutchins '07 50
Dean W. Rollins '07 100
Mildred C Mansfield '07 120
Reginald Ridge '07 300
William B Alexander '07 200
Joseph H. Brooks '07 200
Herbert A. Knowlton '07 150
Raymon A. Quint '07 300
Harry C. Riddle '07 200
William H. Saunders '07 25
Jesse D. Wilson '07 100
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Carroll C. Butterfield '07 25
Alvin L. Gilmore '07 10
Herbert H. Green ’07 10
Porter L. Swift ’07 250
1 Anonymous 250
1908
Mrs. Alice Farnsworth Phillips ’08 200
Bert Harvey Young '08 250
Raymond Fellows ’08 250
Henry L. Miner ’08 200
William A. Cobb '08 and Mrs.
Bell Harris Cobb '08 200
William A. Hill '08 200
Clarence M. Weston '08 300
James A. Gannett '08 180
Joseph Jacobs '08 500
William S. McNamara '08 250
Judson G. Spofford '08 200
Daniel Chase '08 150
Francis P. Emery '08 125
George P. Fogg '08 100
Arthur S. Hanscom '08 125
James A. Holmes '08 125
Charles A. Johnson '08 100
Warren D. Trask '08 100
Walter E. Wilbur '08 125
Edward W. Cram '08 500
Joshua S. Irish '08 100
Robert E. Potter '08 100
Philip H. Crowell '08 250
Ralph C. Heath '08 250
Ballard F. Keith '08 100
Paul Libby '08 150
Fred W. Matheas '08 180
Percy R. Seamon '08 250
Carroll B. Skillin '08 Law 250
Walter L. Black '08 300
George R. Knight '08 250
Stacy C. Lanpher '08 100
Earle L. Milliken '08 300
Claude P. Meserve '08 250
Howard G. Bradish '08 50
Elon L. Brown '08 100
James J. Morrison '08 150
Howard L. Perkins '08 200
John B. Mclntire '08 25
Earle N. Vickery '08 250
A. Guy Durgin '08 500
Rev. Thomas W. Fessenden '08 50
Dr. Burton E. Flanders ’08 75
Cecil S. French ’08 150
Edward R. Godfrey L’08 5
Stanley T. Hilliard '08 100
Leslie W. Sargent '08 30
Robert K. Steward '08 300
3 Anonymous 150
1909
Norman H. Mayo '09 750
Harold P. Marsh '09 500
Guy E. Torrey '09 500
Harry E. Sutton '09 500
Deane S. Thomas '09 600
Bertram F. Brann '09 200
George T. Carlisle '09 500
James D. Clement '09 500
William A. Fogler '09 250
Harold D. Haggett '09 200
Frederick D. Rogers '09 200
Frederick D. Knight '09 200
Harold A. Rich '09 250
Edward W. Bridgham L’09 300
Ralph C. Harmon '09 300
Lewis F. Pike '09 250
Mary Ellen Chase '09 100
Guy C. French '09 50
Jesse H. Mason '09 500
James W. Randall '09 200
Harry W. Smith '09 150
George H. Brimmer '09 100
Margaret M. Corrigan '09 100
George P. Deering '09 100
Chester A. Estey '09 125
Harry L. Farnham '09 100
Martha G. Knight '09 5
Scott S. Lockyer '09 125
Mrs. Ethel Godfrey Loud '09a 5
Chase MacArthur '09 100
Daniel W. MacLean '09 200
Horace A. Parker '09 100
Frances M. Pol '09a 25
Kenneth A. Rollins '09 and Mrs.
Alice Poore Rollins '16 150
Thomas A. Sanders L'09 200
Dexter S. J. Smith '09 100
George L. Smith '09 150
Bernard A. Chandler '09 100
Cecil C. Farrar '09  50
Edward W. Morton '09 250
Albert E. Anderson '09 Law 100
Leslie A. Barker '09 100
E. Earle Gardner '09 120
Joe W. Gerrity '09 500
Carl R. Holton '09 100
Howard R. Johnson '09 100
Lawrence V. Jones '09 Law 100
Clinton A. Plumly '09 250
Elmer O. Pray '09 200
Elton L. Towle '09 300
William H. Gilbert '09 250
Philip W. Ham '09 100
Arthur F. Neal '09 50
Thurman C. Wescott '09 500
Harry A. White '09 250
Irving W. Bates '09 125
Thomas D. Austin '09 50
Merton T. Goodrich ’09 75
Simeon J. Hardy '09 200
Francis G. Wadsworth '09 100
Mrs. Mary Knight Davis '09 25
Willis L. Harvey '09 200
Edmund B. Keating '09 200
Harold R. Miller '09 10
Rev. Frederick Palladino '09 25
S. Arthur Paul L’09 25
2 Anonymous 600
1910
Harold W. Wright '10 and
Mrs. Mildred Prentiss Wright '11 300
Frances E. Arnold '10 250
Kent R. Fox '10 500
Leroy W. Ames '10 200
B. Clifford Cutter '10 250
Clifton A. Hall '10 300
Herbert S. Hill '10 200
Albert E. Libby '10 250
Edith M. Patch '10a 300
Herman P. Sweetser '10 250
Grover T. Corning '10 275
Ernest Lamb '10 250
Frank E. Southard '10 200
Herbert D. Leary '10 300
Albert K. Gardner '10 250
Robert B. Cruickshank '10 375
Austin L. Maddox '10 200
Edwin R. Morgan '10 200
Winthrop H. Stanley '10 200
Walter F. Davis '10 100
C. Joseph Gooch '10 300
Ralph E. Hobbs '10 200
William H. Holman L'10 100
Chester C. Johnson  '10 250
Walter S. Merrill '10 100
Donald C. Metcalf '10 100
A. Scudder Moore '10 100
Arthur H. Parsons  '10 100
John N. Philbrook '10 150
James G. Scales '10 125
Philip D. Simonton '10 250
Edward N. Snow '10 100
James L. Whitmore '10 200
Horace J. Cook '10 375
Ralph W. Crocker '10 200
Howard K. Dyer '10 260
W. Warren Harmon '10 250
Charles A. Johnson '10 50
Gladys E. Kavanah '10 100
Charles W. Lemaire L'10 100
Ralph R. Minot L’10 50
C. French Smith '10 50
I. Maxwell Stover '10 50
Charles H. Tucker '10 100
Harold E. Weeks L'10 50
Amos A. Winters '10 50
Earle S. Berry '10 200
Roy J. Bird '10 100
Lester M. Bragg '10 200
Alfred K. Burke '10 250
Frederick W. Conlogue '10 200
Colby Curtis '10 50
James M. Eaton '10 400
Joseph S. Keating '10 100
Mrs. Bernice Watson Patterson '10 5
Vinton R. Ray '10 250
George A. Stuart '10 100
Henry N. Taylor L'10 100
James I. Travis '10 100
Harold L. Clifford '10 125
Chester G. Cummings '10 100
John N. Kane '10 250
Charles E. Kimball '10 50
Elmer B. Lowell '10 100
Charles O. Pratt '10 150
William H. Wentworth '10 200
W. Clarke Bagg '10 500
Harold L. Barker '10 250
Harvey H. Jordan '10 300
John W. Stobie '10 500
Roy O. Hatch '10 100
George C. Ward '10 250
Mrs. Geneva Reed Phinney '10
and Chester S. Phinney '11 250
Mrs. Isabel White Sawyer '10
and Allan F. Sawyer '14 250
Francis D. Thwing L’10 25
Albert W. Doolittle '10 25
Frank E. Fortier '10 25
Raymond M. Payson '10 50
Otis D. Stinchfield '10 100
3 Anonymous 950
1911
Wallace E. Parsons '11 500
William Hilton '11 1,000
Harry Homans '11 200
Cecil L. Lycette '11 250
George K. Jordan '11 250
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Mrs. Margaret McManus
Carroll’ 11 50
Albert D. Conley '11 300
Irene Cousins '11 25
Benjamin O. Warren '11 250
Maurice F. McCarthy '11 400
Fred W. Nason '11 250
Harold W. Bowdoin '11 200
Lloyd M. Burghart '11 and Mrs.
Helen Averill Burghart '12 300
Frank H. Derby '11 150
Alexander W. Goodwin '11 250
Dimon E. Merrill '11 250
Elmer R. Tobey '11 150
Alfred H. Codaire '11 150
Jasper W. Everett '11 100
John P. Flanagan '11 75
Hiram E. Harris '11 100
William O. Haskell '11 125
Irvin F. Hooper '11 100
LeRoy M.  LeBaron '11 275
James E. Rhodes L’l l  75
Russell Smith '11 100
Myra D. Thurlow '11 150
Lawrence B. Boston '11 50
Frank C. Cobb '11 100
George L. Connors L’l l  50
James W. Dunn '11 50
Leroy A. Fitch 125
Delton W. Folley '11 50
Thomas E. Houghton '11 250
George L. Lord '11 250
Clyde H. Merrill '11 50
Niles C. Pinkham '11 500
John T. Robinson '11 500
Charles E. Stickney '11 250
Harry W. Vickery '11 50
Arthur C. Houghton '11 100
George H. Howe, Jr. '11 125
Roy C. Jones '11 150
Lewis A. Keen '11 300
Clifford Patch '11 100
Chester S. Phinney '11 and Mrs.
Geneva Reed Phinney '10 250
Seavey A.  Piper '11 50
Harold R. Sargent '11 200
Earle O. Whittier '11 140
Dr. Hill H. Cheney '11 100
Raymond W. Davis '11 200
George W. Gifford '11 100
Alden C. Goodnow '11 100
Sidney M. Jones '11 500
George E. LaMarche '11 250
Bert C. Markle '11 100
Mrs. Florence Taylor Royal '11 125
George D. Bearce '11 50
John J. Coker '11 100
Carleton Hutchins '11 200
Nelson N. Scales '11 200
Harold G. Walden '11 100
Leslie J. Wertheim '11 200
Charles H. Grant '11 150
John N. Warren '11 50
George J. Wentworth '11 350
Mrs. Mildred Prentiss Wright '11 
and Harold W. Wright '10 300
Albert Beliveau L’l l  125
Allen H. Blaisdell '11 200
Charles J. Pinkham '11 100
Sidney H Winchester '11 100
William E Bartow '11 125
Harold B Burgess ’l l  100
James P King ’l l  25
John R Madore L’l l  25
Philip E Ryan ’l l  100
Sumner Waite '11 10
9 Anonymous 1,385
1912
Philip R Hussey ’12 500
Leon W. Smiley '12 625
John E. Ash '12 500
Benjamin E. Haskell '12 400
Lloyd E. Houghton '12 500
Lynne T. Rand '12 400
William R. Ballou '12 300
Alden Chase '12 175
Frank Fellows L’12 250
Austin W. Jones '12 200
Walter R. Witham '12 300
M. June Kelley '12 50
Warren H. Savary '12 250
Mrs. Bernice Rich Smith '12 20
Charles S. Benjamin '12 200
Edward F. Carleton '12 250
Henry H. Eastman '12 200
Robert J. Gordon '12 200
Benjamin C. Kent '12 130
Edward M. Partridge '12 200
Charles W. Rowe '12 200
Karl D. Woodward '12 200
Everett W. Bartlett '12 100
George J. Brown '12 100
Harry P. Burden '12 100
Lewis J. Catheron '12 50
Charles A. Cavanaugh '12 100
Fred R. Churchill '12 100
Harry L. Crosby '12 125
Franklin L. Darrell '12 100
Arthur L. Deering '12 125
Samuel Dyer '12 100
Walter K. Hanson '12 100
William E. Hebard '12 150
Roy E. Jones '12 100
Frank H. Lancaster '12 100
William J. H. Miller '12 100
Peter A. Pearson '12 100
Lea G. Stone '12 100
Charles E. Sullivan '12 100
Harlan H. Sweetser '12 100
Joseph L. Burns '12 Law 50
Albert F. Cook '12 Law 100
Arthur A. Hammond '12 50
Mrs. Rebecca Chilcott Jackson 
'12 and Mr. Alton B. Jack- 
son (Dartmouth ' l l )  100
Wilfred S. Rowe '12  100
Phillips B. Gardner L’12 50
Morton L. Homer '12 125
Ralph M. Ingalls '12 Law 125
Maurice D. Jones '12 250
George E. King, Jr. '12 125
Paul C. Loring '12 180
Edward E. Sawyer '12 and Mrs.
Edith Folsom Sawyer '12 200
William A. Southwick '12 100
Harry E. Thompson '12 100
Lynwood B. Thompson '12 200
Dana P. Washburn '12 75
Newell B. Whitcomb '12 250
Arthur W. Benson '12 50
Herbert L. Fisher '12 200
Leo M. Gerrish '12 300
Lester W. Jacobs '12 and Mrs.
Margaret Flint Jacobs '12 250
Charles C. Larrabee '12 100
Ralph W. Redman '12 100
Harry W. Chapman '12 125
Philip Garland '12 100
William M. Gray '12 125
Alton A. McPheters '12 75
Albert M. Nickels '12 125
Harrison M. Hatch '12 100
Herbert C. Norburg '12 50
George R. Woodberry '12 100
Mrs. Helen Averill Burghart '12
and Lloyd M. Burghart '11 300
Mrs. Luella Woodman Harvey '12 
and Everett B. Harvey '14 60
Walter E. Perkins '12 100
Luther S. Russell '12 300
Ellie M Fernald '12 25
Seymour L Pinkham '12 10
Henry W Sawyer L’12 5
Fred T Stewart '12 5
Kleber C Taylor '12 25
1913
Edward E. Chase '13 600
Paul S. Harmon '13 500
John Littlefield '13 200
Mary E. Russell '13 400
Richard T. Huntington '13 400
Ralph O. Shorey '13 200
Dr. Forrest B. Ames '13 300
J. Larcom Ober '13 200 
Frederick C. Hettinger '13 250
Luther B. Rogers '13 300
Arthur F. Amadon '13 250
Walter C. Stone '13 200
Mark A. Barwise L'13 100
Elson H. Bigelow '13 150
Ralph C. Blanchard '13 125
Warren G. Brewer '13 and Mrs.
Alice Harvey Brewer '13 125
Howard O. Burgess '13 100
John H. Carleton '13 and Mrs.
Frances Dugan Carleton '15 100
G. Harold Hamlin '13 100
Ralph C. Hodges '13 250
Elwood W. Jennison '13 100
Frank B. Kelley '13 100
Everett A. Kimball '13 100
William E. Murphy '13 100
Harold A. Richards '13 250
Ernest T. Savage '13 125
Winfield F. Sawyer '13 50
N. Kenneth Austin '13 50
Mrs. Mae Crossman Lindquest '13 25
Peter M. McDonald '13 Law 150
Ernest A. Studley '13 Law 50
James A. Tabor '13 200
John C. Wallace '13 50
Antoinette T. Webb '13 100
Bernard A. Bove '13 Law 50
Marthon Doak '13 40
Guy V. Dyer '13 200
Raymond H. Fiske '13 100
Ralph S. Hopkinson '13 100
Carroll M. Knight '13 250
George H. Quarmby '13 125
Oscar H. Rounds '13 50
Donald W. Sawtelle '13 150
Nathan H. Small '13 150
Oscar S. Smith '13 50
Everett A. Snow '13 50
Edward P. Ackley '13 200
Winfield P. Dillingham '13 150
Harry G. Jordan '13 100
Leon E. Seekins '13 100
Leon S. Tuck '13 100
John W. Hart '13 250
John H. Proctor '13 75
Elwyn T. Ricker '13 200
William J. McCarthy '13 100
Ralph W. Weatherbee '13 200
Mrs. Muriel Young Maines '13
and Esca A. Maines '14 200
James E. Church '13 150
Percy E. Jackman '13 and Mrs.
Laura Hodgins Jackman '14 200
Carlton G.  Lutts '13 100
Robert A. Pinkham '13 75
Hubert M.Wardwell '13 100
Mrs. Florence Murray Withee '13 5
Ralph W. Buzzell '13 100
Clifton E. Chandler '13 25
Everett T. Chapman '13 25
Frederick B. Dodd L’13 25
Ray D. Hews '13 25
Allen F. McAlary '13 100
Harold H Nash '13 100
Thomas D. Shepherd '13 250
2 Anonymous 300
1914
Wayland D. Towner '14 and
Mrs. Betty Mills Towner '20 500
Marion Bussell '14 250
A. Lincoln King '14 350
Estelle I. Beaupre '14 25
Ralph H. Boothby '14 250
Mark Pendleton '14 200
Mrs. Elsie Tibbetts Stover '14 50
David W. Sturgis '14 200
Max L. Wilder '14 200
Norman R. French '14 300
Harold P. Adams '14 and 
Mrs. Margaret Holyoke 
Adams '15 250
Anna B. Perkins '14 25
Archie A. Adams '14 150
Arthur G. Eaton '14 200
Arthur N. Harris '14 200
John N. Junkins '14 150
Arthur W. Patterson L’14 250
Philip W. Thomas '14 150
Guy R. Wescott '14 250
James S. Brooks '14 100
Joseph A. Frohock '14 100
Edward L. Getchell '14 200
J. Russell Hudson '14 100
Frederick S. Jones '14 375
Preston H. Martin '14 100
Fernando T. Norcross '14 125
Harry B. Randall '14 100
Allan F. Sawyer '14 and Mrs.
Isabel White Sawyer '10 250
George E. Sinkinson '14 100
John S. Wadleigh '14 125
Charles W. Fenderson '14 125
Everett B. Harvey '14 and Mrs.
Luella Woodman Harvey '12 60
Alden B. Hayes '14 200
Clifford E. A. Hollywood '14 50
Frank M. Libby '14 Law 150
Roy W. Peaslee '14 100
Herbert N. Skolfield '14 60
G.W ilford Babb '14 Law 125
Carl A. Blackington '14 Law 300
Everett O. Boothby '14 100
Paul D. Bray '14 125
Chauncey W. L. Chapman '14 100
Mrs. Ruth Jackman Culligan '14 5
Francis E. Fortier '14 100
John W. Gowen '14 200
Mrs. Aileene Hobart Libby '14 50
Esca A. Maines '14 and Mrs.
Muriel Young Maines '13 200
Sherwood H. Willard '14 100
Charles A. Chase '14 100
Guy T. Creese '14 100
Robert M. Stiles '14 200
Charles J. Holway '14 250
Philip H. Bean '14 200
Mrs. Imogene Wormwood Ingalls 
and Everett P. Ingalls '15  2 0 0
Mrs. Laura Hodgins Jackman
and Percy E. Jackman '13 200
Charles R. Atwood '14 100
Joseph T. Cole '14 100
Edith Flint '14 20
David A. Foster '14 50
Maurice S. Gerrish L’14 100
Howe W. Hall '14 125
William G. Hodgkins '14 200
Paul W. Monohon '14 300
Paul E. Murray '14 200
Harvey R. Pease L’14 100
Harold J. Shaw '14 100
Louis F. Brown '14 25
Harold V. Cobb '14 150
Martin F. Hurley L’14 25
William C. Monohan '14 50
William M. Morse '14 25
Ernest A. Rand '14 10
Israel Snow, Jr., '14 200
Elmer L. True '14 100
3 Anonymous 650
1915
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Robert H. Bryant '15 600
Maynard J. Creighton '15 250
H. Walter Leavitt '15 200
William W. Redman '15 300
George H. Bernheisel '15 1,000
Stephen P. Danforth '15 and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Hanley 
Danforth '15 500
F. Drummond Freese '15 250
Raymond H. Fogler '15 750
Harold H. Beverage '15 300
Ava H. Chadbourne '15 275
Stephen C. Clement '15 200
Everett P. Ingalls '15 and Mrs.
Imogene Wormwood Ingalls '14 200
Earl C. Goodwin '15 and Mrs.
Mollie Hutchins Goodwin '15 150
Clement A. Lyon '15 200
John A. McDonough '15 150
Maurice R. McKenney '15 200
Lester H. Morrill '15 150
Walter H. Rogers '15 200
Robert F. Thurrell '15 200
Merton F. Banks '15 and Mrs.
Leila McAvey Banks '16 125
Douglas M. Beale '15 100
James J. Brennan '15 100
Neva Browning '15 20
Mrs. Eunice Niles Chute '15 50
J. Stuart Crandall '15 150
Lucretia A. Davis '15 100
Madison L. Gilman '15 100
Chester H. Goldsmith '15 100
Justin D. Graves '15 300
Herbert C. Hodgkins '15 125
Albert F. Hutchinson '15 100
Gladys H. Merrill '15 150
Merle B. Shaw '15 125
Harvey P. Sleeper '15 100
Herbert J. Welch L'15 100
Harold C. White '15 100
Harry D. Williams '15 125
Edmund N. Woodsum '15 100
Harry L. Bayer '15 100
Robert P. Clark '15 200
Edward W. Connors '15 150
Russell M. Crispin '15 200
Edward A. Dore '15 200
Roland G. Kimball '15 50
Lloyd H. McFadden '15 100
Philip K. Merrill '15 100
Frederick M. Thompson '15 100
Everett B. Coffin '15 100
Albert L. Coyne '15 100
Walter J. Dolan '15 50
Norman S. Donahue '15 150
Park Elliott '15 150
James L. Gulliver '15 400
Harry S. Hawkes '15 75
Nehemiah W. Kneeland '15 100
William H. Mellen '15 100
David W. Parks '15 100
Paul F. Slocum '15 50
Oscar M. Wilbur '15 and Mrs.
Mary Wentworth Wilbur '18 200
Miretta L. Bickford '15 30
Leon P. Carle '15 60
Henry W. Fowler '15 150
William B. Hill '15 100
Ray H. Lindgren '15 150
Willis T. Pettey '15 and Mrs.
Agnes Murray Pettey '19 100
Elmer H. Webber '15 and Mrs.
Ella Barnes Webber '22 100
Preston M. Hall '15, and
Mrs. Rachel Winship Hall '15 150
Frederick B. Hatch '15 100
Leon J. Croteau '15 100
Leslie A. Hamel '15 50
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Mrs. Frances Dugan Carleton '15 
and John H. Carleton '13 100
Mrs. Margaret Holyoke Adams
'15 and Harold P. Adams '14 250
Mrs. Ethel Grey Barrett '15 and 
Basil E. Barrett '16 500
Harold P. Bailey '15 and Mrs.
Myrtle Jones Bailey '15 100
Harold Cooper '15 250
Harry W. Fogg '15 and Mrs.
Mildred Flower Fogg '15 100
Henry F. Worcester '15 100
William E. Bowler '15 200
Philip M. Dearborn '15 25
Carl H. Hopkins '15 50
Oscar Johnson '15 10
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., L’15 50
1 Anonymous 300
1916
Albion F. Sherman '16 500
Charles H. Folsom '16 200
Mrs. Lucile Clark Hamlin '16 200
Oscar H. Sanborn '16 200
Mrs. Doris Currier Treat '16 25
Florence E. Greenleaf '16 50
Lucile Royal '16 100
J. Emmons Totman '16 and 
Mrs. Joyce Cheney Tot- 
mam '19 350
Burke Bradbury '16 200
Omar F. Tarr '16 250
Walter T. Brown '16 150
Chauncey L. Chase '16 250
Zella E. Colvin '16 100
Karl M. Currier '16 200
Llewellyn M. Dorsey '16 150
Robert M. Moore '16 200
Lawrence E. Philbrook '16 300
Basil G. Woods '16 250
Harold W. Coffin '16 and Mrs.
Grace Bristol Coffin '17 100
Mrs. Minnie Park Dolan '16 25
Walter D. Emerson '16 75
Thomas E. Fairchild '16 and Mrs.
Ruth March Fairchild '17 50
John M. Falvey '16 100
William T. Faulkner '16 and Mrs.
Caro Beverage Faulkner '16a 115
Albert C. Hobbs '16 125
Mildred I. Jones '16 25
C. Kent Lane '16 200
James B. McLaughlin '16 100
Earl S. Merrill '16 100
Marlborough Packard '16 100
Frederick Robie '16 100
Harry E. Rollins '16 125
Horace H. Towle L’16 125
Walter W. Webber '16 100
Doris H. Woodbury '16 10
Basil E. Barrett '16 and Mrs.
Ethel Grey Barrett '15 500
Lewis O. Barrows '16 200
Roger W. Bell '16 50
Fred H. Curtis '16 50
Michael C. Driscoll '16 50
Donald C. Jewett '16 Law 50
Lewis H. Kriger '16 200
Otis C. Lawry '16 250
Harold L. Reed '16 Law 50
William R. Rich '16 60
James M.Sawyer '16 50
Earle W .Vickery '16 250
Currier C. Weymouth '16 50
John W. Glover '16 and Mrs.
Edith Ingraham Glover '17 200
Philip B. Grant '16 100
Hobart G. Lackee '16 100
Waldo J. LaCrosse '16 125
Fred P. Loring '16 100
Harry R. Lovely '16 100
David G. Ljungberg '16 100
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William J. Mackin '16 50
Samuel Rudman '16 200
Richard L. Silva '16 100
Mrs. Josephine Vickery Sleeper '16 50 
Mrs. Frances Lougee Smith '16 50
Charles S. Taylor '16 Law 150
Robert G. Blanchard '16 50
Maynard F. Jordan '16 180
Clarence E. Libby '16 250
Thomas N. Weeks L'16 100
John L. Whittier '16 400
Erlon V. Crimmin '16 50
Cecil M. Hilton '16 350
Harry D. O’Neil '16 100
Herman G. Perkins '16 100
Helen P. Taylor '16 200
Winfred H. Edminster'16 150
John Lewis L’16 50
Arno W. Nickerson '16 200
William R. Nugent '16 50
Madeline F. Robinson '16 25
Mrs. Alice Poore Rollins '16 and 
Kenneth A. Rollins '09 150
Mrs. Leila McAvey Banks '16
and Merton F. Banks '15 125
Mrs. Louise Ring Reynolds '16
and William E. Reynolds '17 100
Mrs. Marion Plummer Cook '16 25
Roy H. Genther '16 50
B. West Lewis '16 100
Raymond E. Rendall '16 200
Herbert K. Adams '16 100
Russell E. Bartlett '16 50
Omar K. Edes '16 135
Maynard C. Grindle '16 5
William S Johnston '16 25
William N. Rogers L’16 5
Clifford M. Rolfe '16 25
Mrs. Sarah R. Singleton L’16 10
3 Anonymous 355
1917
David O. Rodick '17 500
Mrs. Helen Danforth West '17 100
Langdon J. Freese '17 250
Frank A. French '17 250
Nelson F. Mank '17 250
Doris Savage '17 50
Frank O. Stephens '17 250
James A. Whittemore '17 200
Earl Russell White '17 500
Elizabeth M. Bright '17 50
Everett S. Hurd '17 250
Joseph A. McCusker '17 300
Elwood I. Clapp '17 250
Benjamin H. Gribbin '17 200
Clinton A. Nickerson '17 300
Frank L. Harmon '17 and Mrs.
Ella Wheeler Harmon '19 225
Bryant L. Hopkins '17 150
Burton E. Bartlett '17 150
Samuel L. Hitchings '17 and Mrs.
Katharine Merrill Hitchings '17 150 
William E. Nash '17 500
Helen A. Simpson '17 100
Charles L. Stephenson '17 150
Roy A. Wentzel '17 150
Dudley Baldwin L'17 100
Warren B. Beckler, Jr. '17 100
Frank E. Berridge '17 100
Donald S. Clark '17 180
Charles E. Crossland '17 100
Fred D. Crowell '17 100
George F. Ebeling '17 300
Walter E. Farnham '17 125
Benjamin E Grant '17 100
William T. Hanley '17 100
Edward K Hanley '17 100
Carleton S. Herrick '17 100
Dorrice M. Higgins '17 50
Royal G Higgins, Jr. '17 100
Maurice Jacobs '17 250
Waldemar B. Littlefield '17 125
Mayland H. Morse L’17 100
Parker N. Moulton '17 100
Lawrence E. Mulloney '17 100
William E. Reynolds '17 and Mrs.
Louise Ring Reynolds '16 100
Lula F. Sawyer '17 25
Clarence L. Smith '17 100
Marshall O. Smith '17 100
Frank A. Snell '17 100
Miner R. Stackpole '17 100
Ivan C. Ames '17 and Mrs.
Frances Bartlett Ames '20 100
Wade L. Bridgham '17 Law 250
Thomas W. Frothingham '17 100
Mrs. Dorothy Mercier Furbish '17 50
Lloyd S. Leighton '17 75
Seth E. Libby '17 250
Clara E. Partridge '17 125
John I. B. Sawyer '17 100
Randall A. Sawyer '17 50
Arthur W. Thompson '17 100
Richard A. Wade '17 50
Simon M. Wardwell '17 50
Luther N. Amos '17 100
Louis A. Benson '17 100
Leroy N. Berry '17 and Mrs.
Grace Gibbs Berry '17 50
Richard B. Dodge '17 100
Mrs. Ruth Jordan Earle '17 25
Guy B. Hamilton '17 100
George E. Hansen '17 125
Herbert V. Haskell '17 Law 75
Earl D. Hooker '17 Law 100
Wilton S. Jardine '17 125
Mrs. Alfreda Ellis Keene '17 25
Harry C. Libby '17 Law 100
Joseph L. Little '17 Law 100
Mary L. Martini '17 50
Blanche L. Murphy '17 125
Schuyler C. Page, Jr. '17 100
Charles C. Penny '17 150
Glen C. Prescott '17 100
John L. Scribner '17 100
Ray R. Stevens '17 50
Roy F. Thomas '17 150
Forrest R. Treworgy '17 100
Harold C. Weeks '17 100
Worthen E. Brawn '17 100
Brooks Brown '17 75
Lincoln B Copp '17 100
Ernest L. Fickett '17 150
Alfred D. Hayden '17 100
Flora A. Howard '17 100
Claude L. Sidelinger '17 150
Mrs. Jessie Sturtevant Stinneford 
'17 50
Frederick H. Aikins '17 100
Gladys L. Hamor '17 100
M. Langdon Hill '17 100
Gerald C. Marble '17 150
Linwood T. Pitman '17 100
George F. Sweet '17 125
Paul E. Chadbourne '17 100
Charles I. Emery '17 100
Marion Emery '17 100
Noel D. Godfrey '17 100
Carlton W. Maddocks '17 250
Edwin S Metcalf '17 200
Abraham M. Rudman L'17 100
Frederick T. Sargent '17 50
Mrs Grace Bristol Coffin '17 and 
Harold W. Coffin '16 100
Mrs Ruth March Fairchild '17 
and Thomas E. Fairchild '16 50
Mrs. Edith Ingraham Glover '17
and John W. Glover '16 200
Mrs Mildred Perry LaPointe '17
and Edmund R. LaPointe '18 100
Ralph O. Deering '17 50
Edmund J. Dempsey '17 100
William J. Flanagan L’17 100
Perley H. Ford L’17 100
William J. Gorham '17 200
Raymond H. Harding '17 100
Weston B. Haskell '17 and Mrs.
Pauline Derby Haskell ’18 100
George W. Kilburn ’17 250
Richard E. McKown ’17 125
Wilbur L. Mathews ’17 100
Cecil J. Siddall L’17 125
Dorothy Wells '17 100
George W. Bell '17 25
Roland H. Cobb ’17 30
Paul E. Donahue L’17 5
Adelbert L. Miles L’17 75
Maria A. Mooney ’17 100
Clyde F. Mower ’17 100
Irwin J. Park '17 25
Carl E. Robinson '17 150
Charles A. Sawyer '17 10
Leo G. Shesong L’17 10
Raymond B. Steward '17 50
William T. Wright '17 100
3 Anonymous 325
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Eugene F. Hickson '18 300
Chas. A. Jortberg, Jr. '18 250
John P. Ramsay '18 and 
Mrs. Florence McLeod Ramsay '20 200 
Roy M. Somers '18 300
Clayton A. Storer '18 250
Clifford Brown '18 250
Frank P. Preti L’18 250
Susan D. Mooers '18 125
James L. Morse '18 260
Frances J. Dugan '18 100
Mrs. Doris Lawrence Lyford '18 25
Vera L. Mersereau '18 100
Thomas H. Crawshaw '18 200
C. Fem e Ross '18 60
Leigh P. Gardiner '18 150
Wallace R. Ham '18 200
Thelma L. Kellogg '18 250
Edward A. MacLean '18 150
Norman Shaw L’18 200
Harold C. Swift '18 150
Clive C. Small '18 200
Voyle E. Abbott '18 100
Harold B. Caldwell '18 100
Russell A. Carr '18 100
Russell C. Chapman '18 100
Ruth Crosby '18 10
Weston S. Evans '18 60
Dorothy L. Folsom '18 25
Charles M. Fowler L’18 100
Sumner A. Hall '18 100
Francis Head '18 150
Harold N. Jones '18 100
Ralph M. Leighton '18 150
Mary E. McCann '18 25
Hugh C. McPhee '18 100
Erlon L. Newdick '18 100
I. Leavitt Newman '18 100
Robert Rich '18 and Mrs.
Ruth Chalmers Rich '18 100
Thomas F. Shea '18 100
James E. Speirs '18 100
Clarence B. Springer '18 150
Harry D. Watson '18 125
Clyde Wilkins '18 125
Marie P. Blackman '18 125
Everett H. Brasier '18 200
Jacob J. Davis '18 100
Kathryn M. Dow '18 50
Arthur W. Leighton '18 50
Donald M. Lincoln '18 200
Beatrice L. Matheson '18 60
Marguerite F. Merrill '18  50
Simon W. Moulton '18 75
Frederick E. Perkins '18 150
Edgar R. Ring '18 and Mrs.
Esther Copeland Ring '21 50
George J. Adams '18 50
George R. Bailey '18 250
Newell B. Chamberlain '18 50
Winburn A. Dennett 18 150
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Robert B. Dunning '18 10
Carl S. Johnson '18 50
Columbus E. Lord '18 100
Francis T. McCabe '18 100
Raeburn L. Marsh '18 50
Charles N. Merrill '18 and Mrs.
Gladys Reed Merrill '18 100
Raymond L. Merritt '18 100
Richard H. Mooney, Jr. ’18 80
Albert B. Moulton '18 125
Hollis L.  Ramsdell  '18                  250
Arlo L. Redman '18 100
Robert A. Riva '18 50
Helen L.  S t i n c h f i e l d  ' 1 8
Bertram Tomlinson '18                           50
Harvard C. Townsend '18 100
Thomas W. Borjesson '18 150
William H. Bransfield '18 125
Carl F. Brugge '18 250
Beryl E. Cram '18 25
Frederick D. Gibbs '18 and Mrs.
Gertrude Cannon Gibbs '18 50
Edmund R. LaPointe '18 and 
Mrs. Mildred Perry LaPointe ’17 100
Reuben Levin L'18 100
Donald M. Libby '18 100
Marion C. MacLaughlin '18 50
Abraham Morris L'18 50
Carlton L. Perkins '18 100
James J. Curran L'18 100
Roger B. Hill '18 100
Arthur F. Moul '18 100
Albert W. Wunderlick '18 125
Lester W. Hathaway '18 100
Philip W. Lown '18 100
Mona B. McWilliams '18 50
Donald B. Perry '18 and Mrs.
Cora Phillips Perry '21 100
Ralph E. Warren '18 100
Clifford M. Winter '18 100
Mrs. Mary Wentworth Wilbur 
'18 and Oscar M. Wilbur '15 200
Mrs. Natalie Vaughn Weeks '18 
and Donald R. Weeks '21 50
Mrs. Pauline Derby Haskell
and Weston B. Haskell '17 100
Raymon N. Atherton '18 150
Thurston D. Carlson '18 25
Harry A. Ellsworth '18 75
Charles M. Fitzgerald '18 25
Henry S. Hooper '18 50
John M. Keep '18 100
1 Chester F. Leighton '18 60
Fred M. Loring L’18 25
Edwin H. May '18 100
A. Mason Russell '18 200
F. Wilbert Bisbee '18 10
Harold F. Blackwood '18 10
H. Styles Bridges ’18 25
George M. Carlton '18 100
Abraham D. G. Cohn L’18 25
William T. Donegan '18 25
Lloyd I. Edgerly '18 100
Roscoe H. Hysom '18 20
Howard E. Kyes '18 50
Callie H. Larrabee '18 20
Everett E. F. Libby '18 25
Frank D. Libby '18 175
Joseph H. Moore '18 5
Robert B. Parmenter '18 50
Frank T. Spellissy '18 25
Mrs. Marjorie Blanchard Stover '18 1
Mary E. Utecht '18 50
Ralph C. Wentworth '18 and 
Mrs. Helen White Wentworth '20 125 
3 Anonymous 135
1919
John W. Lucas '19 200
John E. Goodwin '19 200
Frank E. Donovan '19 and 
Mrs. Doris Williams 
Donovan '20 200
William C. Ellsworth '19 200
Newell W. Emery '19 200
Thomas Davis '19 250
Marion L. Harthorn '19 50
Norman D. Plummer '19 500
Lester C. Swicker '19 200
Chester N. Adams '19 250
Blanche L. Haley '19 100
Corinne M. King '19 100
Edward B. Kirk '19 200
Charles F. Niles '19 250
Marion E. Stubbs '19 100
Norman E. Torrey '19 250
Frank O. Alley, Jr. '19 125
Melvin S. Blethen '19 200
Earl G. Boyd '19 75
Charles F. Campbell '19 100
Robert D. Chellis '19 200
Raymond J. Cook '19 100
Earle H. Danforth '19 100
Arthur G. Dow '19 200
Cony A. Duncan '19 100
Gardner M. French '19 125
Clifford P. Gould '19 100
Ella M. Hall '19 25
Paul E. Hodgdon '19 100
Samuel E. Jones '19 100
Edward H. Kelley '19 100
Clifford P. Larrabee '19 125
L. Earle Merrow '19 and Mrs.
Faye Smith Merrow '19 150
Earle O. Parsons '19 100
Herbert V. Rapp '19 200
Ralph V. Sinnett '19 200
Samuel R. Smiley '19 250
Clyde W. Stewart '19 100
Ralph A. Wilkins '19 100
Kenneth T. Wooster  '19 100
Bertrand E. Cobb '19 50
Kenneth B. Colbath  '19 50
Kendall Cross '19 100
Desmond E. Daley '19 50
Allan R. Forsyth '19 50
J. Glynn Furey '19 125
Harold K. Graves '19 50
Errold W. Hilliken '19 200
Roy C. Hopkins '19 50
Myron T. Hudson '19 50
Albert J. Sears '19 100
Willard C. Sisson '19 200
Edgar A. Stoddard '19 170
Newell J. Trask '19 50
Vernon H. Wallingford '19 and 
Mrs. Jessie Prince Walling­
ford '19 100
Ray M. Astle '19 100
Forrest A. Barbour '19 25
Charles H. Champion '19 200
S. Wilson Collins '19 100
Dwight B. Demeritt '19 100
Clifford D. Denison '19 50
Ralph W. Emerson '19 100
Perley F. Harmon '19 50
Joel H. Howard '19 100
Carl A. R. Lewis '19 200
Lawrence H. Mooney '19 40
Abraham Paul '19 200
Hester M. Rose '19 25
Floyd F. Smiley '19 50
A. Hale Thomas '19 100
Paul F. Webber '19 100
Eugene F. Arnold '19 50
Charles T. Corey '19 50
Mark V. Crockett '19 100
Alvah B. Joyce '19 100
N. Ursula Little '19 200
Kenneth G. Macquarrie '19 100
Lawrence T. Merriman '19 200
Harold M. Pierce '19 200
Carroll C. Reed '19 200
Hamlyn N. Robbins '19 and Mrs. 
Estelle Spear Robbins '19 100
William F. Swan, Jr., '19 100
Jennie C. Beaulieu '19 30
Ralph T. Luce '19 100
Jeremiah T. Reardon '19 250
Frederic Van N. Schenck '19 100
Leslie Thomes '19 100
Leland C. Towne '19 100
Willis S. Winslow '19 200
Hugo S. Cross '19 and Mrs.
Eveline Snow Cross '20 100
Clifton S. Richards '19 100
Mrs. Agnes Murray Pettey '19 
and Willis T. Pettey '15 100
Mrs. Joyce Cheney Totman '19 
and J. Emmons Totman '16 350
Mrs. Ella Wheeler Harmon '19 
and Frank L. Harmon '17 225
Mrs. Victoria Weeks Hacker '19 
and Edward P. Hacker '21 150
Mrs. Ruby Hackett Young
and Newman H. Young '22 150
Ralph C. Andrews '19 100
Herbert E. Blakney '19 25
Gerald J. Culhane '19 50
Maynard W. Dow '19 50
Stanley Harriman '19 100
Christine A. Northrup '19 50
William H. Allen '19 25
Stanley L. Bailey '19 25
Harry J. Buncke '19 25
Manley W. Davis '19 100
Mary L. Edwards '19 5
Mrs. Marion Thomas Kendrick '19 50 
Samuel L. Pitts '19 25
Clinton D. Wallace '19 5
Samuel Weisman '19 25
1 Anonymous 50
1920
Dorothea M. Bussell '20 125
Lloyd R. Douglass '20 200
M. Eleanor Jackson '20 500
Walter W. Chadbourne '20 200
Beatrice C. Palmer '20 60
E. Prentiss Jones '20 200
Stephen R. Bussell '20 150
Barbara Dunn '20 100
Priscilla G. Elliott '20 100
Alfred B. Lingley '20 300
Ava Marie Weymouth '20 50
Leslie Bannister '20 200
Edwayne P. Diehl '20 200
Clarissa P. Farrar '20 100
Dwight M. French '20 150
Fred T. Jordan '20 and Mrs. Avis 
Strout Jordan '23 200
Lawrence P. Libby '20 180
Gertrude D. Peabody '20 100
Elmer W. Rideout '20 200
Samuel C. Rosenthal '20 150
Edna L. Rumill '20 100
Walter S. Tolman '20 200
Lewis Abramson '20 100
Harold L. Bruce '20 100
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Ernest L. Coolbroth ’20 150
Dewey W. Couri ’20 100
Stanley M. Currier ’20 150
Plinn D. Dempsey ’20 75
Charles S. Erswell, Jr. '20 100
Marvel Fabian ’20 100
Paul I. Flavell ’20 100
Alonzo J. Harriman ’20 100
Dwight M. Ingraham ’20 100
Philip J. Leary ’20 100
Victor H. Loftus ’20 100
John H. McCann ’20 100
Kathleen E. McCrystle ’20 50
Lawrence A. O’Rourke '20 100
George A. Potter ’20 and Mrs.
Helen Clark Potter ’22 250
Everett L. Roberts ’20 100
Elmo L. Sherman ’20 100
John P. Waite ’20 100
Stuart F. Walker '20 250
Frederick W. Whiteside ’20 100
Mrs. Marguerite M. Beach '20 25
Henry R. Butler ’20 50
R. Gardner Cornforth '20 100
Henry M. Gardiner '20 50
Leona M. Gilman '20 25
Carl M. Glidden '20 50
Donald S. Laughlin ’20 100
Roger F. Woodman '20 50
Willard C. Avery '20 100
Leslie P. Barbour '20 50
Corinne M. Barker '20 125
Ray M. Boynton '20 and Mrs.
Elva Gilman Boynton ’20 200
Minerva French ’20 100
Miles F. Ham ’20 100
Carl A. LeGrow ’20 100
Silas E. Merry ’20 100
David C. Packard '20 100
Wilbur A. Park ’20 100
Stella F. Powers '20 100
Flavia L. Richardson ’20 100
Wingate I. Stevens ’20 200
Carl J. Thompson ’20 80
Lester R. Thurston '20 250
Herbert St. J. Torsleff ’20 250
Alonzo H. Tuck '20 50
Verne C. Beverly ’20 200
Raymond H. Foyle '20 225
Philip C. McGouldrick '20 200
Alfred K. Moulton ’20 200
Harry B. Miller '20 200
Robert C. Whitcomb ’20, and 
Mrs. Marjorie Burden Whitcomb 
'20 275
Edward H. Brown '20 75
Irene W. Conners '20 35
Willard Wight '20 100
Mrs Betty Mills Towner '20 and
Wayland D. Towner ’14 500
Mrs. Frances Bartlett Ames '20
and Ivan C Ames '17 100
Mrs Florence McLeod Ramsay 
'20 and John P Ramsay ’18 200
Mrs Dons Williams Donovan '20 
and Mr Frank E Donovan '19 200
Mrs Eveline Snow Cross '20 and
Hugo S Cross '19 100
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Clifford A. Butterfield ’20 100
Ermont G. Frost '20 100
Bryant E. Jones ’20 50
Oscar A. Shea ’20 20
Dorothea H. Stetson ’20 100
Max E. Weybrant ’20 100
Harry Berman ’20 100
Esther M. Blanchard '20 1
Max D. Davis ’20 25
Francis H. Friend '20 125
Vinton E. Gribbin ’20 30
Vinton O. Harkness ’20 100
LeRoy S. Jackson ’20 50
Philip A Libby ’20 10
Clayton R. McCobb '20 50
Leon O. Marshall ’20 100
Kathleen M. Snow ’20 120
Herbert D. Tinker '20 and
Mrs. Edith Scott Tinker ’19, 200
Earle B. Tracy ’20 200
Ruel W. Whitcomb '20 50
Leroy G Williams ’20 30
2 Anonymous 400
1921
Mrs. Rachael Bowen Adams ’21 100
Helen F. Curran ’21 200
Lilia C. Hersey '21 150
Winthrop L. McBride '21 300
Pauline E. Miller '21 100
Wesley C. Plummer ’21 300
Katherine D. Stewart '21 100
Dorothy Smith '21 50
Marion K. Bragg '21 50
Emilie A. Kritter '21 150
Madeline Bird '21 125
Florence J. Morrill '21 50
Andrew Adams  '21 150
Frank S Beale  '21 150
Roger C. Castle  '21 150
Randall A. Harrington ’21 300
Robert D. Newton ’21 255
Donald C. Osborne '21 200
James K. Pennell '21 150
Christian W. Peterson ’21 150
Michael J. Pilot L’21 250
Kenneth E. Vaughan '21 150
Hester M. Wessenger '21 150
Roscoe H. Barber '21 100
John A. Beckwith '21 100
William L. Blake '21 250
Alfred S. Burns ’21 100
Ray M. Carter '21 125
William B. Cobb ’21 100
Paul F. Corbin '21 100
Lawrence M. Cornell '21 100
Erlon W. Flint ’21 130
George A. J. Froberger ’21 100
Francis J. Goggin ’21 100
Donald H. Hathorn '21 100
Reginald M. Jocylen ’21 100
Hollis W. Jones '21 100
Bradford E. Leighton ’21 125
Edward Mack '21 100
Eli A. Marcoux '21 100
Clark Perry '21 100
Arthur A. Ring ’21 100
Clarence W. Sanborn ’21 125
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Elliot M. Staples '21 150
Frederick R. Vaughan ’21 150
Iva V. Barker '21 125
Robert Cohen '21 250
Harold W. Eastman '21 200
Clarence H. Drisko '21 50
Samuel F. Gordon '21 100
Max C. Harmon '21 50
Dorothy E. Hart '21 100
Erling Heistad '21 150
Ralph B. Lancaster ’21 50
Harold E. Pratt '21 50
Helen P. Reed ’21 50
Harold L. Sawyer '21 50
Richard P. Schonland ’21 50
Eugene L. Sullivan '21 150
Harold E. Treworgy '21 50
Edward M. True '21 100
Alden W. Berry '21 200
Rena Campbell '21 75
Horace C. Crandall '21 275
Madeleine G. Eastman ’21 100
George S. Ginsberg '21 100
Dorothy L. Hanington '21 100
Niels Juel-Larsen '21 125
Ormond W. Lawry '21 100
Alton T. Littlefield '21 100
Leland A. Page '21 150
Joseph S. Robinson '21 100
Florence U. Salley '21 50
Harold S. Tibbetts '21 150
Norman S. Tozier '21 150
George C. Travers '21 100
Margaret Blethen '21 100
Charles V. Blood '21 50
Temple A. Bradley '21 100
Carlton E. Brown '21 100
James E. DeRocher '21 100
Earl S. Grant '21 50
Edward P. Hacker '21 and Mrs.
Victoria Weeks Hacker '19 150
Frank D. Law ’21 200
Raymond H. Lovejoy '21 250
Gladys E. Maxfield '21 100
Edwin A. Riley '21 100
Lucille E. Smith ’21 100
Harold B. Swicker '21 100
Effie M. Weatherbee ’21 100
G. Maynard Trafton '21 100
Donald R. Weeks '21, and
Mrs. Natalie Vaughn Weeks ’18 50
Edith I. Deering '21 25
Orville M. Emery '21 200
Virgil E. Trouant '21 150
Orra E. Underhill '21 200
Mrs. Esther Copeland Ring '21
and Edgar R. Ring '18 50
Mrs Cora Phillips Perry ’21 and
Donald B. Perry '18 100 
James C Adams '21 100
Percy L. Blackwell '21 100
Jerome C. Burrows '21 125
Stanley W. Campbell '21 100
Donald L. Coady '21 100
Raymond J. Curran '21 100
Vernon F. Hobbs '21 100
Ina Jordan ’21 50
Vance E. Oakes '21 100
Wilfred A. Taylor '21 150
Mrs. Ruby Hackett Young '21
and Newman H. Young '22 150
Gardner French '21 50
Sherman B. Hall '21 100
Anna J. Keating '21 25
Lucy H. Kilby '21 100
Ralph W. Knowland '21 100
Roland E. Libhart '21 10
Lindsay J. March '21 50
Berne W. Mitchell '21 100
Nunzianto Pompeo '21 25
Howard H. Sewall '21 and
Mrs. Ruth Small Sewall '21 100
Mrs. Ruth Sullivan Stevenson '21 100
Erwin G. Swett '21 25
Paul D. Tapley '21 100
5 Anonymous 510
1922
F. Kenneth Chapman '22 150
Fannie R. Cutler ’22 100
Ardis E. Dolliff '22 200
Winslow K. Herrick '22 250
Muriel F. Goodrich '22 100
Hope Perkins '22 100
Mary C. Bunker '22 25
Minnie E. Norell '22 125
Gardner B. Tibbetts '22 200
Lucy E. Chamberlain '22 150
Doris P. Merrill '22 100
Gertrude M. O’Brien '22 100
Wyman E. Hawkes '22 150
Horace B. Atkinson '22 125
Joseph K. Black '22 150
Foster B. Blake '22 100
Clinton R. Boothby '22 125
William D. Connon '22 100
Rachel G. Connor '22 125
Lawrence W. Davee '22 100
Joseph Paul Dufour '22 100
William N. Field '22 120
Lawrence W. Goodhue '22 100
Gladstone F. Hatch '22 100
H. Laton Jackson '22 125
Albert E. Johnson  '22 125
Robert W. Laughlin '22 200
Connell Y. Lawry '22 150
John D. McCrystle '22 50
Frances S. Nason '22 25
Osgood A. Nickerson '22 50
Elmer M. Noddin  '22 100
Albert E. Pitcher  '22 50
Ernest H. Ring '22 100
Michael J. Ryan '22 100
Everett L. Smith '22 125
Carl T. Stevens '22 100
Paul D. Sullivan '22 125
Henry H. Turner '22 100
Arnold W. Tyler '22 100
Carleton A. Walker '22 200
Max M. Weisman ’22 100
Frank G. Averill '22 50
Achsa M. Bean '22 100
Frances E. Curran '22 50
Donald H. Daniels '22 130
Corinne L. Furbush '22 25
Julia T. Gilpatrick '22 50
Stephen A. Griffin '22 50
Stanley F. Hanson '22 100
Stanley J. Johnson '22 150
Alta F. Jones '22 10
Han King '22 50
Marguerite McFadden '22 25
Irene M. Packard '22 125
Ida M. Peterson '22 5
Anderson Pinkham '22 100
Louis Rich '22 50
Max Silverman '22 100
Bernice S. Smith '22 100
William J. Sprowle '22 150
Errol E. Tarbox '22 250
Marguerite J. Tibbetts '22 50
Mrs. Ella Barnes Webber '22 
and Elmer H. Webber '15 100
Mrs. Helen Clark Potter '22 and 
George A. Potter '20 250
Anne K. Baker '22 100
Wilfred D. Bayley '22 150
Herbert A. Brawn '22 150
Lillian R. Dunn '22 100
Charles L. Eastman '22 200
Lynwood S. Hatch '22 250
Henry F. Hill, Jr. '22 100
Wayne B. Hussey '22 100
Ralph G. Kennison '22 100
Dorris L. Leach '22 25
Earl C. McGraw '22 100
Ida Estelle Nason '22 25
Wilbur F. Pray '22 200
Walter L. Perro '22 50
James E. Reagan '22 100
Ian M. Rusk '22 150
Catharine C. Sargent '22 100
Lena E. Shorey '22 25
John R. Smith '22 100
Frances D. Stowe '22 100
A. Everett Strout '22 and Mrs.
Gertrude Farnham Strout '22 100
Myron B. Thurrell '22 75
Dorothy Trefethen '22 100
Mary B. Wheeler '22 80
Charles W. Wood '22 50
Martha D. Chase '22 100
Gladys M. Gould '22 100
Reynold W. Graffam '22 150
Sumner P. Hopkins '22 100
Robert L. Littlefield '22 100
Arthur D. Mulvaney '22 100
Paul E. Murphy '22 100
Grace M. Reed '22 50
Mrs. Helen Furbish Streeter '22 50
Clifton E. Wass '22 300
Hugh M. Williams '22 200
Philip R. Wonson '22 100
Joseph S. Buker '22 50
Donald H. Cross '22 100
Pauline M. Hill '22 100
Ardis E. Lancey '22 100
John H. Barnard '22 100
Edgar S. Brewer '22 100
Mrs. Helen Kidder Tozier '22 5
William F. Barry '22 50
Henry T. Carey '22 200
Leona L. DeBeck '22 50
Rodney G. Folsom '22 100
Alice H. Harmon '22 50
Joseph F. Hughes '22 100
Orlando A. Lester '22 150
Bernard A. Libby '22 50
Frederick F. Marston '22 150
Thomas A. Murray '22 250
Karl R. Oakes '22 150
Lawrence D. Porter '22 50
Donald F. Sawyer '22 50
Pauline C. Smith '22 100
Myron E. Watson '22 and Mrs.
Ida Collins Watson '22 125
Newman H. Young '22 and Mrs.
Ruby Hackett Young '21 150
Rhandena A. Armstrong '22 100
Lawrence P. Barton '22 75
L. Carlton Bean '22 25
Arthur M. Bowker '22 100
Mary A. Coughlin '22 150
Herbert W. Fifield '22 50
Philip W. Ham '22 25
Harold H. Hopkinson '22 25
Frank L. Morse '22 50
Ethel F. Packard '22 50
Donald W. Reed '22 100
Carl A. Sargent '22 100
Perry R. Shean '22 30
Walter A. Wadsworth '22 100
1 Anonymous 100
1923
George A. Booker '23 25
Milton E. Carroll '23 20
Robert D. Hastings '23 50
William S. Hastings '23 50
Roger W. Saltmarsh '23 125
Kenneth K. Weston '23 50
Royal Boston, Jr., '23 25
John C. Brackett '23 25
Caspert Cohen '23 25
Robert T. Harvey '23 25
Milton A. Hescock '23 100
Robert H. McCobb '23 100
Edwin B. Perham '23 30
Ray J. Smart '23 25
1924
I Stanley Bailey '24 50
Edwin R. Smith '24 50
Revere R. Smith '24 50
John W. Felton '24 100
Edward S. Finks '24 25
Ernest R. Griffin '24 5
Herman H. Kirk '24 25
Henry A. Stone '24 25
1925
Arthur E. Edgerly '25 25
J. Harvey Suttie '25 25
Horace S. Atwood '25 50
Wendell H. Gilley '25 50
John A. Morrill '25 25
David I. Rubinoff '25 10
1926
Richard E. Moakley '26 50
Robert M. Glynn '26 5
Benjamin Siegel '26 25
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This Week
Mrs. Nellie C. Southard, Friend,
in memory of Louis C.
Southard ’75 500
Joseph T. Murphy, Faculty 250
Edson F. Hitchings ’75 50
J. Walter Weeks ’77 25
Nathan A. Ring ’88 100
Leslie A. Boadway ’91 1,000
Leon O. Norwood ’94 250
George W. Bass ’97 100
Matthew McCarthy L’00 150
Herbert S. Loud ’01 25
Henry A. Saunders ’01 50
Charles R. Oliver L’02 50
Burton W. Goodwin ’03 125
Owen L. Flye ’04 50
Maurice L. Gray ’04 5
Harry W. Noyes ’04 25
Byerly S. Stanley ’04 25
Frank L. Bailey ’05 100
Rosmar S. Devereux '07 25
William D. Hall ’07 200
Mrs. Mildred Chase Hinckley ’08 25
Prof. John K. Lord ’08h. 10
James F. Kiernan L’09 50
Ralph R. Day ’l l  250
Charles R. Quinneen ’l l  125
Elmer A Sisson ’l l  150
Benjamin B. Whitney ’l l  150
George N. Worden ’13 200
Raymond O Sukeforth L’15 100
Harry A Titcomb ’15 150
Man- E Willard ’15 25
Harold D Ashton ’16 50
The Goal
$500,000
NOTE—Inasmuch as the above is the 
objective for alumni, exclusive of sub­
scriptions from students and friends, 
the pile of bricks now represents the 
total of subscriptions from alumni 
only.
$360,597.00
(A u g . 14, 1923)
Guy B. Condon '16 200
Carroll M. DeWitt ’16 100
Rhonello C. Hackett L’16 25
Mrs. Veda Folley Newbert '16 25
Chester R. Parker '16 50
Howard B. Hiller T7 150
Harold W. Hurley L’17 150
Franklin O. Jacobs ’17 100
John F. Locke ’17 and
Mrs. Margaret Wood Locke ’17 100
Carl W. Marr '17 50
Walter J. Creamer, Jr., ’18 100
Charles B. Clark '19 and
Mrs. Blanche Jennys Clark ’20 200
Irving R. Donovan ’19 100
J Millard Hughey T9 and
Mrs. Edith Deering Hughey ’21 75
Armand E. Joy T9 50
O. Parker Russell T9 50
Ethel B. Sawyer T9 50
Harry C. Brown ’20 50
Olive Chase ’20 25
Charles A. Snow ’20 200
Frederic L. Cole ’21 125
E. Smith Cooper ’21 and
Mrs. Bernice Young Cooper ’22 75
Donald G. Lambert ’21 100
Edward L. McManus ’21 100
Martha L. Woodbury ’21 100
Parry E Boyd ’22 100
Jerome B. Gantnier ’22 100
H. Otis Noyes ’22 100
Roscoe M Pike ’22 125
Seth H. Pinkham ’22 100
LaForest F. Raymond '22 100
Ellery E. Griffin ’23 25
Raymond W. Roberts ’23 10
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Harold O. Doe '18 12(5
Robert B. Dunning '18 100
Carl S. Johnson '18 50
Columbus E. Lord '18 100
Francis T. McCabe '18 100
Raeburn L. Marsh '18 50
Charles N. Merrill '18 and Mrs.
Gladys Reed Merrill '18 100
Raymond L. Merritt '18 100
Richard H. Mooney, Jr. '18 80
Albert B. Moulton '18 125
Hollis L. Ramsdell '18 250
Arlo L. Redman '18 100
Robert A. R iva '18 50
Helen L. Stinchfield '18 100
Bertram Tomlinson '18 50
Harvard C. Townsend '18 100
Thomas W. Borjesson '18 150
W illiam  H. Bransfield '18 125
Carl F. Brugge '18 250
Beryl E. Cram '18 25
Frederick D. Gibbs '18 and Mrs.
G e r t r u d e  C a n n o n  G i b b s  '18 50
E d m u n d  R .  L a P o i n t e  '18 a n d  
M r s .  M i l d r e d  P e r r y  L a P o i n t e  '17 100
Reuben Levin L'18 100
Donald M. Libby '18 100
M a r i o n  C .  M a c L a u g h l i n  '18 50
A b r a h a m  M o r r i s  L'18 50
C a r l t o n  L .  P e r k i n s  '18 100
J a m e s  J .  C u r r a n  L'18 100
R o g e r  B. H i l l  '18 100
A r t h u r  F. M o u l  '18 * 100
Albert W. Wunderlick '18 125
Lester W. Hathaway '18 100
Philip W. Lown '18 100
Mona B. McWilliams '18 50
Donald B. Perry '18 and Mrs.
Cora Phillips Perry '21 100
Ralph E. Warren '18 100
Clifford M. W inter '18 100
Mrs. Mary Wentworth W ilbur 
'18 and Oscar M. W ilbur '15 200
Mrs. Natalie Vaughn Weeks '18 
and Donald R. Weeks '21 50
Mrs. Pauline Derby Haskell
and Weston B. Haskell '17  100
Raymon N. Atherton '18 150
Thurston D. Carlson '18 25
Harry A. Ellsworth '18 75
Charles M. Fitzgerald '18 25
Henry S. Hooper '18 50
John M. Keep '18 100
Chester F. Leighton '18 60
Fred M. Loring L'18 25
Edwin H. May '18 100
A. Mason Russell '18 200
F. W ilbert Bisbee '18 10
Harold F. Blackwood '18 10
H. Styles Bridges '18 25
George M. Carlton '18 100
Abraham D. G. Cohn L ’18 25
W illiam  T. Donegan '18 25
Lloyd I .  Edgerly '18 100
Roscoe H. Hysom '18 20
Howard E. Kyes '18 50
Callie H. Larrabee '18 20
Everett E. F. Libby '18 25
Frank D. Libby '18 175
Joseph H. Moore '18 5
Robert B. Parmenter '18 50
Frank T. Spellissy '18  25
Mrs. Marjorie Blanchard Stover '18 1
Mary E. Utecht '18 50
Ralph C. Wentworth '18 and 
Mrs. Helen W hite Wentworth '20 125 
3 Anonymous 135
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John W. Lucas ’19 200
John E. Goodwin ’19 200
Frank E. Donovan '19 and 
Mrs. Doris W illiam s 
Donovan '20 200
W illiam  C. Ellsworth '19 200
Newell W. Emery '19 200
Thomas Davis '19 250
Marion L. Harthorn '19 50
Norman D. Plummer '19 500
Lester C. Swicker '19 200
Chester N. Adams '19 250
Blanche L. Haley '19 100
Corinne M. K ing '19 100
Edward B. K irk  '19 200
Charles F. N iles '19 250
Marion E. Stubbs '19 100
Norman E. Torrey '19 250
Frank O. Alley, Jr. '19 125
Melvin S. Blethen '19 200
Earl G. Boyd '19 75
Charles F. Campbell '19 100
Robert D. Chellis '19 200
Raymond J. Cook '19 100
Earle H. Danforth '19 100
Arthur G. Dow '19 200
Cony A. Duncan '19 100
Gardner M. French '19 125
Clifford P. Gould '19 100
E lla M. Hall '19 25
Paul E. Hodgdon  '19 100
Samuel E. Jones  '19 100
Edward H. Kelley '19 100
Clifford P. Larrabee '19 125
L. Earle Merrow '19 and Mrs.
Faye Smith Merrow '19 150
Earle O. Parsons '19 100
Herbert V. Rapp '19 200
Ralph V. Sinnett '19 200
Samuel R. Smiley '19 250
Clyde W . Stewart '19 100
Ralph A. W ilkins '19 100
Kenneth T. Wooster '19 100
Bertrand E. Cobb '19 50
Kenneth B. Colbath '19 50
Kendall Cross '19 100
Desmond E. Daley '19 50
Allan R. Forsyth '19 50
J. Glynn Furey '19 125
Harold K. Graves '19 50
Errold W. H illiken '19 200
Roy C. Hopkins '19 50
Myron T. Hudson '19 50
Albert J. Sears '19 100
W illard C. Sisson '19 200
Edgar A. Stoddard '19 170
Newell J. Trask '19 50
Vernon H. W allingford '19 and 
Mrs. Jessie Prince W alling­
ford '19 100
Ray M. Astle '19 100
Forrest A. Barbour '19 25
Charles H. Champion '19 200
S. Wilson Collins '19 100
Dwight B. Demeritt '19 100
Clifford D. Denison '19 50
Ralph W. Emerson '19 100
Perley F. Harmon '19 50
Joel H. Howard '19 100
Carl A. R. Lewis '19 200
Lawrence H. Mooney '19 40
Abraham Paul '19 200
Hester M. Rose '19 25
Floyd F. Smiley '19 50
A. Hale Thomas '19 100
Paul F. Webber '19 100
Eugene F. Arnold '19 50
Charles T. Corey '19 50
Mark V. Crockett '19 100
Alvah B. Joyce '19 100
N. Ursula L ittle '19 200
Kenneth G. Macquarrie '19 100
Lawrence T. Merriman '19 200
Harold M. Pierce '19 200
Carroll C. Reed '19 200
Hamlyn N. Robbins '19 and Mrs.
Estelle Spear Robbins '19 100
W illiam  F. Swan, Jr., '19 100
Jennie C. Beaulieu '19 30
Ralph T. Luce '19 100
Jeremiah T. Reardon '19 250
Frederic Van N. Schenck '19 100
Leslie Thomes '19 100
Leland C. Towne '19 100
W illis S. W inslow '19 200
Hugo S. Cross '19 and Mrs.
Eveline Snow Cross '20 100
Clifton S. Richards '19 100
Mrs. Agnes Murray Pettey '19 
and Willis T. Pettey    15 100
Mrs. Joyce Cheney Totman '19 
and J. Emmons Totman '16 350
Mrs. Ella Wheeler Harmon '19 
and Frank L. Harmon '17 225
Mrs. Victoria Weeks Hacker  '19 
and Edward P. Hacker '21 150
M r s .  R u b y  H a c k e t t  Y o u n g
and Newman H. Young '22 150
Ralph C. Andrews '19 100
Herbert E. Blakney '19 25
Gerald J. Culhane '19 50
Maynard W. Dow '19 50
Stanley Harriman '19 100
Christine A. Northrup '19 50
W illiam  H. Allen '19 25
Stanley L .  Bailey '19 25
Harry J. Buncke '19 25
Manley W. Davis '19 100
Mary L .  Edwards '19 5
Mrs. Marion Thomas Kendrick '19 50 
Samuel L .  Pitts '19 25
Clinton D. W allace '19 5
Samuel Weisman '19 25
1 Anonymous 50
1920
D o r o t h e a  M .  B u s s e l l  '20 125
L l o y d  R .  D o u g l a s s  '20 200
M .  E l e a n o r  J a c k s o n  '20 500
W a l t e r  W .  C h a d b o u r n e  '20 200
B e a t r i c e  C .  P a l m e r  '20 60
E .  P r e n t i s s  J o n e s  '20 200
S t e p h e n  R .  B u s s e l l  '20 150
B a r b a r a  D u n n  '20 100
P r i s c i l l a  G .  E l l i o t t  ' 20 100
A l f r e d  B .  L i n g l e y  '20 300
A v a  M a r i e  W e y m o u t h  '20 50
L e s l i e  B a n n i s t e r  '20 200
E d w a y n e  P .  D i e h l  '20 200
C l a r i s s a  P .  F a r r a r  '20 100
D w i g h t  M .  F r e n c h  '20 150
F r e d  T .  J o r d a n  '20 a n d  M r s .  A v i s  
S t r o u t  J o r d a n  '23 200
L a w r e n c e  P .  L i b b y  '20 180
G e r t r u d e  D .  P e a b o d y  '20 100
E l m e r  W .  R i d e o u t  '20 200
S a m u e l  C ,  R o s e n t h a l  '20 150
E d n a  L .  R u m i l l  '20 100
W a l t e r  S. T o l m a n  '20 200
L e w i s  A b r a m s o n  '20 100
H a r o l d  L .  B r u c e  '20 100
